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COMPONENT ONE AS PART OF THE STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN  

The 2016 INCOSAI established a planning tool to guide and organise its 

standard setting work: the Strategic Development Plan (SDP).  

The SDP 2020-2022 has as its overall objective to focus the core framework on 

the essential and make it simple, principles-based and future-proof. The 

guidance and other supporting material is to be as useful as possible by making 

it up-to-date in content, accessible in format and flexible in application. In order 

to achieve this, the SDP established three components, the first being 

“reviewing and refining the conceptual framework”. 

 THE OBJECTIVE OF COMPONENT ONE 

The aim of the review of the framework is to look at the clarity of concepts and 

drafting and presentation of the framework. The review will neither question the 

formal requirements, nor make proposals for factual changes to the substance 

of those requirements and therefore the way audits are done. Development of 

new pronouncement material (components 2 and 3 of the SDP) can continue in 

parallel, but be cognisant of the outcome of this project.  

WORK DONE SO FAR: INITIAL ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION SESSIONS AND 

AN INTOSAI WIDE SURVEY OF THE FRAMEWORK 

First phase: Desk review 

The PSC secretariat and the Technical Support Function analysed the 

pronouncements concerning the audit of performance and compliance 

objectives. INTOSAI bodies involved in the standard setting process were asked 

to provide feedback. We reviewed pronouncements concerning performance 

and compliance auditing (ISSAIs 100, 300, 400, 3000, 4000, GUID 3910 and 

3920).  

Second phase: Online discussions to further explore specific issues 

To make the process as open and collaborative as possible, the PSC secretariat 

included views and feedback from across the INTOSAI community. In this 

phase we are also invited users of the framework from recently established 

ISLO network. Discussions focused on key issues identified in the previous 

phase as needing further reflection. Each session focused on a different subject 

and was primarily guided by questions covering different aspects of the issue. 

 
23 November (12h00 CET) 
 
What is the purpose of the 
standards framework (IFPP), and 
how can the needs of different user 
groups be accommodated? 
 
See minutes here 

• Is the IFPP intended to be an 
infrequently accessed reference 
framework, or a useful and practical 
resource? 

• Is it aimed at methodology departments, 
auditors or both? Do these major 
(potential) users have different 
requirements? 

• Should the content of the framework, as 
far as possible, reflect current practice, 
or does it establish an acceptable 
minimum? Who decides on the 
minimum? 

• Should the framework cover every type 
of work a SAI may do, or is it more about 

http://www.psc-intosai.org/lumis/portal/file/fileDownload.jsp?fileId=8A81881F75955435017648F7EF7B7F38&inline=1


 

the principles that should be applied 
whatever the mandate/objective/output? 

• What do developing SAIs need: 
dedicated (simplified) standards? 
simplify current standards? include 
dedicated country perspective to all 
material, where appropriate? more 
support? 

• Should the framework provide a ‘ready-
made’ audit manual that can be taken 
over and applied directly? 

• What difference – if any – should there 
be between the hundred- and thousand-
series ISSAIs? 

 
1 December (12h00 CET) 
 
What is guidance and how do we 
ensure it is soundly-based, useful 
and available? 
 
What possibilities do new ways of 
working bring? 
 
See minutes here 

• Can a distinction be made between 
guidance intended to make the meaning 
of concepts and requirements clearer on 
the one hand, and suggestions and 
examples on how to put them into 
practice, on the other? 

• Should some elements of guidance be 
compulsory? If so is this a different 
concept and should it be given a 
different name? 

• Can a distinction be made between 
guidance that needs to be part of the 
framework and follow the lengthy due 
process, and guidance outside it that 
could be provided in quicker and more 
flexible format? If so, how should this 
distinction be defined? 

• Does guidance provided outside the 
framework need formal ‘approval’? If so, 
who should provide it? 

• Should guidance only flow from a 
requirement in the framework, or can it 
be of ‘independent’ issues that some 
SAIs could find useful? 

• When guidance flows from a 
requirement, is it sufficiently clear from 
the requirement that it exists, and can be 
found easily? 

• Practical examples provided by 
individual SAIs can be a useful element 
of guidance. Do they need vetting, and 
by whom? 

• Do online collaborative websites give 
new possibilities for practitioners to post 
and discuss examples and other 
elements of guidance? 

If so, could direct feedback be used to 
assess the relevance and utility of 
guidance? 

 
15 December (12h00 CET) 
 
Do the concepts of ‘principles’ and 
‘standards’ refer to documents, or 

• Are principles an abstract concept or an 
element of content? 

• In the case of the former, does this mean 
everything in a document entitled as 
such are considered principles? In the 

http://www.psc-intosai.org/lumis/portal/file/fileDownload.jsp?fileId=8A81881F768B90D60176F76DBDA96C38&inline=1


 

elements of their content, and what 
do they mean in practice? 
 
See minutes here 

case of the latter, can the individual 
principles be identified? 

• ‘Principles-based’ has a number of 
different meanings, what are they? 

• Which meaning of ‘principles-based’ is 
the one the framework is or should be 
based on, and what implications could 
this have? 

• Are standards an abstract concept or an 
element of content? 

• In the case of the former, does this mean 
everything in a document entitled as 
such are considered standards? In the 
case of the latter, can individual 
standards be identified? 

 
19 January (12h00 CET) 
 
Compliance audit is ‘generally 
conducted’ in cooperation with one 
of the two other audit types: should 
this have an impact on how the 
material (standards and guidance) 
in the framework is sorted and 
presented? 
 
See minutes here 

• Is the reality in practice that compliance 
audit is ‘generally conducted’ with one of 
the two other audit types? Or are they 
more likely to be standalone tasks, 
reported separately? 

• ISSAI 400 suggests that when 
compliance and performance audit are 
performed in combination, the standards 
that apply can be one, or the other, or 
both. What normally happens in 
practice? What challenges arise from 
following two sets of standards at the 
same time? 

• Are SAI mandates defined around the 
audit types? 

• Is SAI training organised around these 
audit types? 

 
02 February (12h00 CET) 
 
Financial audit: impact and 
implications of relationship with 
the ISAs. 
 
INTOSAI’s financial auditing 
standards are based on the 
International Standards on Auditing 
(ISAs) developed by the International 
Auditing and Assurance Standards 
Board (IAASB). While the principles 
are set out in ISSAIs 100 and 200, the 
standards in the form of ISSAIs 2200 
– 2810 are simply renumbered ISAs. 
 
Guidance on applying ISAs in the 
public sector context is given with the 
ISAs themselves, supplemented by 
GUID 2900 currently being finalised. 
More information, including the 
specific arrangements concerning 
ethics and quality control, can be 
found in the recently adopted ISSAI 
2000. 
 
See minutes here 

• Do you find the situation clear, or can 
there be confusion as to what applies in 
practice? When carrying out financial 
audit work in accordance with 
international auditing standards, do you 
refer in your audit report to the audit as 
having been performed in accordance 
with the ISAs or the financial audit 
ISSAIs? 

• Is there scope to further simplify the 
IFPP in respect of financial audit, for 
example by removing from the IFPP 
those documents that are simply 
renumbered ISAs (knowing that 
INTOSAI has no responsibility for the 
content thereof)? 

• Do you find difficulties in accessing the 
ISAs, and what could help in this 
respect? 

• What do you see as the challenges for 
INTOSAI’s financial audit standard-
setting strategy?  Are there particular 
issues you would like to see addressed 
in the future? 

http://www.psc-intosai.org/lumis/portal/file/fileDownload.jsp?fileId=8A81881F77142EC001773A1F1AD00455&inline=1
http://www.psc-intosai.org/lumis/portal/file/fileDownload.jsp?fileId=8A81881E7745DEA7017763A7958E22A4&inline=1
https://www.issai.org/pronouncements/application-of-the-financial-audit-standards/
https://www.issai.org/pronouncements/application-of-the-financial-audit-standards/
http://www.psc-intosai.org/lumis/portal/file/fileDownload.jsp?fileId=8A81881E77B688F80177B68ED5C63776&inline=1


 

 

 
23 February (13h30 CET) 
 
Are pronouncements on 
performance auditing sufficiently 
clear to do the work? 
 
See minutes here 

• Do you find the current performance 
audit content of the IFPP clear, sufficient 
and useful? How would you like to see it 
develop in the future, such as topics that 
need covering or where further guidance 
would be useful?  

• Do you find the 3Es too restrictive when 
scoping performance audits, or do they 
represent a sufficiently flexible guide for 
all performance audit work?  

• Is evaluation fundamentally different 
from performance audit? Does 
performance audit have lessons to learn 
from evaluation? 

 

Third phase: Survey to identify the needs of the INTOSAI community 

Feedback from the discussions of the Phase 2 were used to prepare a survey 

addressed to all INTOSAI members to ensure the widest possible input and 

identify needs of the INTOSAI community. Preliminary results of the survey are 

attached. 

NEXT STEPS 

Some strategic topics emerged from the initial analysis of the component 1 

survey. These topics to indicate a general strategy and direction for the IFPP 

will be discussed at the PSC SC meeting on the 19th of October 2021. They will 

be available at the PSC SC meeting webpage before the meeting. Please check 

for updates. 

http://www.psc-intosai.org/lumis/portal/file/fileDownload.jsp?fileId=8A81881E77D527270178177D46544485&inline=1


Survey on the IFPP _ graphs

Respondents

127

Count % of responses %

Performance audit (see ISSAI 300: 9-11 ) (you will be asked to provide more details in a different part of this survey) 114  90%

Financial audit in the sense of auditing financial statements, and/or other financial information (see ISSAI 200:7-8 ) (you
will be asked to provide more details in a different part of this survey)

113  90%

Compliance audit, either as standalone tasks, or as part of other tasks; see ISSAI 400: 12-13 ) (you will be asked to
provide more details in a different part of this survey)

112  89%

Investigations/reviews (non-audit engagements) 49  39%

Opinions and other types of advice 46  37%

Other, please specify 37  29%

Jurisdictional functions (see INTOSAI-P 50 ) 30  24%

Evaluations (see GUID 9020 ) 26  21%

N 126

What are the different types of professional work that your SAI undertakes?[choose all that apply]

Average Count % of responses

Performance audit 13% 126 79% 16% 5%

Financial audit 13% 125 81% 12% 7%

Compliance audit 22% 125 66% 24% 10%

Explicit reference to the a... Indirect reference No reference in mandate

N 126

In the table below, please indicate if your mandate refers to the ISSAI-defined audit types:
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Count % of responses %

Yes, we have separate departments dedicated to the different audit types (financial, performance and/or compliance)
(please provide more details in the question below)

49  39%

No, our departments are primarily organised by subject matter (such as sectors of public organisation, government
departments and/or type of public entities, source of spending and/or reventue etc.)

56  44%

Other, please specify 21  17%

N 126

Do you organise your audit resources (departments) around the IFPP-defined audit types?[choose
the response that applies]

Count % of responses %

Performance auditing 54  87%

Financial auditing 51  82%

Compliance auditing 28  45%

Other (please elaborate) 28  45%

N 62

If you answered in the previous question that you have separate departments for the audit types,
please indicate which they are:[choose all that apply]

Average Count % of responses

They help to ensure a SAI’s audit work is of good quality 6% 127 87% 13%

They serve as a credible basis for a SAI to develop its own standards and audit manuals 7% 127 85% 15%

They are a way to demonstrate to a SAI’s stakeholders that it follows/complies with a professional approach 11% 127 80% 18%

They help harmonise SAI practices worldwide 13% 127 77% 20%

They are a source of guidance when an issue arises that is not or only partially covered by a SAI’s own or national
standards

14% 127 73% 25%

They serve as a practical resource to SAI auditors when doing financial, compliance and/or performance audit work 15% 125 74% 21% 5%

They help support capacity building in SAIs 16% 126 70% 29%

They are a way of sharing knowledge across the SAI community on audit methodology 17% 127 69% 29%

very important moderately important not important

N 127

How important do you consider the following purposes of the IFPP?[indicate your level or agreement
with the statement]
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Count % of responses %

Yes (you will be asked to provide more details in the next question) 61  48%

No (you will be asked to provide more details in the next question) 65  52%

N 126

The ISSAIs define and cover three audit types (financial, performance and compliance). Do you
consider that other possible engagement types should be covered by the IFPP?[choose the response
that applies]

Count % of responses %

The IFPP would become too voluminous if it covered all types of professional tasks SAIs perform, therefore difficult to
use

39  64%

The IFPP should only cover public audit and audit-related topics 26  43%

SAIs can achieve quality work without it being covered by the IFPP 16  26%

Other, please specify 10  16%

N 61

As you answered to the previous question that not every engagement type performed outside the
ISSAI-defined audit types need be covered by the IFPP, please indicate why:[please indicate all that
apply]

% of responses %

Auditors  28%

Methodology department  26%

SAI leadership  22%

Auditees  10%

The legislator  9%

General public  5%

N 125

In your opinion, how important is the IFPP for the following categories of user?  [rank the options in
order of importance, 1 being the most important, 6 being the least important]
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Count % of responses %

We apply standards we developed ourselves, which are based on, or are otherwise consistent with, ISSAI 100 and the
relevant auditing principles of ISSAI 200, 300 and/or 400

23  18%

We apply national standards, which are based on/consistent with ISSAI 100 and the relevant auditing principles of
ISSAI 200, 300 and/or 400

30  24%

We apply our own or national standards, which are not entirely consistent with ISSAI 100 and the relevant auditing
principles of ISSAI 200, 300 and/or 400 (you will be asked to provide more details in the next question)

8  6%

We apply the ISSAIs as the authoritative auditing standards (ISSAIs of the "thousand" series) 55  43%

Other (if possible, please specify) 11  9%

N 127

What standards do you apply for your audit and other professional engagements? [choose the
response that most closely represents your situation]

Count % of responses %

We are required to follow such standards by law 2  33%

The ISSAIs do not satisfy our needs (please provide more details in the question below) 2  33%

Other, please specify 2  33%

N 6

As you answered to the previous question that the standards you apply are not entirely consistent
with the ISSAIs, can you please indicate why?[choose the response that most closely represents your
situation]

Count % of responses %

Quality assurance or other internal evaluation work 101  80%

SAI PMF process 59  46%

External peer review 55  43%

iCAT 24  19%

Other, please specify 19  15%

N 127

How do you establish your SAI’s compliance with ISSAI requirements?[select each response that
applies]
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Count % of responses %

The standards set out requirements of what should be achieved, but without rules on how to achieve it. This is left to the
judgement of the auditor

73  57%

Requirements are sufficiently general that they can be applied to any area or subject matter 48  38%

Other, please specify 6  5%

N 127

The current strategy for INTOSAI standard setting sets the ambition for the IFPP to be ‘principles-
based’, which can have a number of meanings. Which of the following most closely represents your
view of principles-based?[choose one response]

Count % of responses %

Yes 84  67%

No (please provide more information by answering the question below) 41  33%

N 125

ISSAI 100 sets out the fundamental principles of public auditing. ISSAIs 200, 300 and 400 cover the
(fundamental) principles of financial, performance and compliance auditing respectively. They should
always be read with ISSAI 100, and are not therefore standalone documents. Is it important to your
SAI that the fundamental principles continue to be presented in four separate and distinct
documents?

Count % of responses %

All fundamental audit principles could be organised in a way that would allow the core material to be presented once,
with dedicated well-highlighted sections covering the specifics of the different audit types

23  46%

Common issues between the different audit types could be covered by ISSAI 100, and only the specific differences
covered by ISSAIs 200, 300 and 400

24  48%

We have a better suggestion for improvement (please specify) 3  6%

N 50

If you responded no to the previous question, do you think that any of the following approaches could
be followed to improve clarity? [choose the response that most closely represents your opinion]

Count % of responses %

Yes, this could be a useful, as long such an approach makes it clear which requirements own or national standards
should meet, or be applied directly

91  72%

No, we prefer the current arrangement 35  28%

N 126

Can you see the advantage of having all ‘audit type’ material (200-2000; 300-3000; 400-4000)
presented in one place (document or online space), allowing for removal of duplication?
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Count % of responses %

Yes, it provides the pronouncements in our language 49  39%

Yes, it provides the pronouncements in at least one of our national languages 13  10%

No, but it provides the pronouncements in a language with which we can work 54  43%

No, it does not provide pronouncements in a language with which we can work 10  8%

N 126

Is the IFPP available in your language on issai.org? [choose the response that most closely
represents your situation]

Count % of responses %

From the IFPP website ( issai.org ) 105  83%

From a national or SAI-specific site (for instance your intranet) (you will be asked to provide more details in the next
page)

17  13%

Other, please specify from where and reasons for this choice 5  4%

N 127

Within your SAI, how are the contents of the IFPP generally accessed? [choose the response that
most closely represents your situation]

Count % of responses %

We translated, or get access to IFPP translated into our language 10  59%

We incorporated the requirements of the standards in our methodology and there is no overall need to access the IFPP 3  18%

Documents are available in a more accessible way compared to issai.org 2  12%

We prefer not to access pronouncements from a non-national server 0

We have no knowledge of the issai.org website 0

Other, please specify 2  12%

N 17

As you answered to the previous question that you access IFPP standards from a national or SAI-
specific site, please indicate why: [choose the response that most closely represents your situation]

Count % of responses %

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with national public sector accounting standards, which are
aligned with international public sector accounting standards

73  65%

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with national public sector accounting standards, but which are
not aligned with international public sector accounting standards

11  10%

The financial statements are prepared directly in accordance with international public sector accounting standards 25  22%

The financial statements are not prepared in accordance with either national or international accounting standards (you
will be asked to provide more information on the next page)

3  3%

N 112

What public sector accounting standards are applied for the preparation of the financial statements
that you audit?[choose the response that most closely represents your situation]
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Count % of responses %

Yes (you will be asked to provide more details on the next page) 45  41%

No (you will be asked to provide more details on the next page) 66  59%

N 111

When auditing financial statements, do you perform your audit in accordance with national auditing
standards developed by an independent standard-setting authority?

Count % of responses %

No (you will be asked to provide more details on the next page) 0

Yes, these are aligned with the ISSAIs (you will be asked to provide more details on the next page) 28  64%

Yes, these are aligned with the ISAs 16  36%

Yes, these are aligned with other international auditing standards (please indicate which) 0

N 44

As you answered to the previous question that you perform your audit in accordance with national
auditing standards, are they aligned with international auditing standards?

Count % of responses %

No (you will be asked to provide more details on the next page) 7  11%

Yes, the ISSAIs (you will be asked to provide more details on the next page) 49  78%

Yes, the ISAs 7  11%

Yes, we apply other international auditing standards (please indicate which) 0

N 63

As you answered in the previous question that you do not audit financial statements in accordance
with national auditing standards, do you apply international auditing standards directly?

Count % of responses %

ISSAIs 50  45%

ISAs 13  12%

Both ISSAIs and ISAs 23  21%

Other, please specify 26  23%

N 112

In your audit reports, do you disclose that the audit has been performed in accordance with the
ISSAIs or the ISAs?
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Count % of responses %

Yes 93  84%

No 18  16%

N 111

Is it important to your SAI that the IFPP continues to give each applicable ISA an ISSAI number (eg,
ISA 240 is known in the IFPP as ISSAI 2240)?

Count % of responses %

We undertake compliance audit in individual engagements 27  24%

We address compliance issues together with financial audits only 18  16%

We address compliance issues together with performance audits only 2  2%

We address compliance issues together with both performance and financial audits 40  36%

Other, please specify 24  22%

N 111

Compliance audit can be undertaken as individual (separate) engagements, or alongside financial or
performance audits. How does your SAI generally undertake compliance audits?  [choose each
response that applies]

Count % of responses %

We address both elements 70  63%

We address regularity issues only 38  34%

We address propriety issues only 0

Other, please specify 3  3%

N 111

ISSAI 400:13 defines that compliance auditing may be concerned with regularity (= adherence to
formal criteria such as relevant laws, regulations and agreements) or with propriety (= observance of
the general principles governing sound financial management and the conduct of public officials).
Which of the two aspects does your SAI address in its compliance audits? [choose the response that
most closely represents your opinion]
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Count % of responses %

Compliance audit of propriety 41  38%

Performance audit 29  27%

Either, depending on the circumstances (please provide more details in the question below) 37  35%

N 107

The element of propriety, defined by ISSAI 400:13 as observance of the general principles governing
sound financial management, can be covered within compliance or performance audit. In your SAI,
the audit of sound financial management is:[choose the response that most closely represents your
opinion]

Count % of responses %

Yes 67  60%

No, although there is a general reference to applying the standards on our website or other prominent place 28  25%

No, we make no reference to this anywhere 16  14%

N 111

When carrying out compliance audit work in accordance with the ISSAIs, do you refer to this in the
published report?[choose the response that most closely represents your practice]

Count % of responses %

Yes 89  79%

No (please provide more details in the question below) 24  21%

N 113

Do you find the 3Es (economy, efficiency, effectiveness) a sufficiently broad and relevant guide for all
performance audit work your SAI is required to do?

Count % of responses %

Yes, we are required to undertake evaluations as a separate discipline by our mandate 13  12%

Yes, we choose to do evaluations as a separate discipline (please provide more details in the question below) 10  9%

No, we do do evaluations as part of performance audit 47  42%

No, we do not do evaluations 42  38%

N 112

Is your SAI required, or chooses, to undertake evaluations as a separate discipline from performance
audits?[choose the response that most closely applies]
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Count % of responses %

The ISSAIs on performance auditing 6  24%

GUID 9020 on the evaluation of public policies 11  44%

Evaluation standards provided by other bodies 1  4%

Other, please specify 7  28%

N 25

If you answered in the previous question that you are required or choose to undertake evaluations as
a separate discipline from performance audits, which standards do you apply for your evaluation
work? [choose the response that most closely applies]

Count % of responses %

Yes 66  59%

No, although there is a general reference to applying the ISSAIs on our website or other prominent place 24  21%

No, we make no reference to this anywhere 22  20%

N 112

When carrying out performance audit work in accordance with the ISSAIs, do you refer to this in the
published report?[choose the response that most closely represents your opinion]

Count % of responses %

Yes, often (you will be asked to provide additional details in the next question) 58  47%

Yes, sometimes (you will be asked to provide additional details in the next question) 41  33%

No, we only cover the different audit types in dedicated separate engagements (you will be asked to provide additional
details in the next question)

24  20%

N 123

Within individual audit engagements, do you ever address audit objectives from two or all three of the
different audit types: compliance, performance and financial (‘combined audits’)? [choose the
response that most closely represents your situation]
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Count % of responses %

We are not organised to carry out an engagment combining objectives of different audit types 9  38%

There is no demand for this type of engagement from our stakeholders/society 9  38%

We do not have the mandate for such engagements 7  29%

We do not find it appropriate to address in a single engagement audit objectives from two or all three of the different
audit types

6  25%

We do not have sufficiently trained teams to undertake such engagements 4  17%

Other (if possible, please specify) 4  17%

We do not have sufficient resources to undertake such engagements 3  13%

We have no knowledge on how to combine the different audit types in one engagement 1  4%

N 24

You answered in the previous question that you only cover the different audit types in dedicated
separate engagements. This is because: [choose all that apply]

Count % of responses %

We combine compliance and financial audit objectives in the same task 63  64%

We combine compliance and performance audit objectives in the same task 52  53%

We combine financial, compliance and performance objectives in the same task 29  29%

We combine performance and financial audit objectives in the same task 15  15%

Other (if possible, please specify) 6  6%

N 99

Please indicate which types of audit objectives you combine: [choose each option that applies]

Average Count % of responses

Prepare one planning document for the engagement (which can include separate sections for each audit
objective/type)

6% 98 91% 7%

Issue one report for the engagement (which can have separate sections by audit objective/type) 7% 98 90% 7%%

Have one audit team working on the engagement 7% 97 90% 6%4%

Use one sample to cover the different issues 29% 95 56% 29% 15%

yes no not applicable

N 99

When undertaking combined audits, do you generally:[please specify for each element whether this
applies or not]
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Count % of responses %

We encounter no problems in applying the ISSAIs 78  80%

We encounter some problems in applying the ISSAIs (please provide more details in the question below) 20  20%

N 98

When you are doing combined audits, do you have any challenges in deciding which ISSAIs to use?
[choose the response that most closely represents your situation]

Count % of responses %

Our understanding is aligned with the definition in ISSAI 100 56  58%

Drawing conclusions and making recommendations on different types of issues in the same report 55  57%

Analysing financial information as a part of a performance or compliance audit 36  37%

Using the same staff for different audit types in separate audit engagements 24  25%

Gathering audit evidence jointly for use in different audit reports 16  16%

Using performance or compliance auditors in the financial audit work to manage a heavy work load 11  11%

Other, please specify 6  6%

N 97

Some SAIs may have a different understanding of the meaning of a ‘combined audits’ than that given
in ISSAI 100. Please indicate which of the below correspond to your understanding of the concept:
[choose all that apply]

Average Count % of responses

By your SAI's methodology department 30% 118 36% 32% 14% 7% 11%

By your SAI's auditors 38% 125 30% 29% 25% 9% 8%

Frequently Sometimes Rarely Never I have insufficient informa...

N 125

To your knowledge, how often is the IFPP guidance (GUIDs) currently used and quoted from:[choose
the option that best reflects your opinion]

Count % of responses %

All guidance should be elective – it is up to the user to decide if it should be followed 97  78%

Some guidance is of a nature that should be considered mandatory (you will be asked to provide more details in the
next page)

28  22%

N 125

In your opinion should all guidance be elective or should some be considered mandatory? (Elective in
this context means that it need only be followed when deemed useful.) [select the response that most
closely matches your opinion]
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Count % of responses %

Yes 22  79%

No 6  21%

N 28

Do you think that guidance considered mandatory should be given a different name to distinguish it
from elective guidance?

Count % of responses %

Guidance (GUIDs) should only flow from requirements in the INTOSAI-Ps or the ISSAIs (such as GUID 3910 and GUID
3920 following from ISSAI 3000)

53  42%

Guidance (GUIDs) can cover subject matter-specific material and not flow directly from requirements 54  43%

Not applicable / we are not in a position to answer 18  14%

N 125

Guidance (GUIDS) are generally designed to flow from the INTOSAI-Ps or the ISSAIs, and provide
additional material to help their implementation. Should guidance only elaborate on a requirement in
the framework, or can it be on other ‘independent’ issues that some SAIs could find useful?[choose
the option that applies]

Count % of responses %

Yes, to facilitate orientation within the IFPP framework and improve its user-friendliness, links should be provided from
requirements to relevant guidance

106  84%

No, it is sufficient to indicate in the guidance itself to which requirement it refers or relates to 20  16%

N 126

Would you find it useful if the ISSAIs or INTOSAI-Ps provided direct reference to relevant guidance?
[choose the option that applies]

Count % of responses %

Yes, collaborative sites dealing with different issues could be useful tools to post examples and support discussion.
They could be open to everyone interested, to maximise their impact

70  56%

Yes, although the collaborative sites should only be accessible to registered users, vetted by an INTOSAI working body 42  34%

No, all examples should be provided in document form, with no option for discussion and interaction by practitioners 0

No, because establishing and maintaining such "collaborative websites" would be too resource-intensive 8  6%

Other, please specify 4  3%

N 124

Modern websites give users the possibility to post material and stimulate discussion and debate on
topics of professional interest without the need meet in person. This can include discussing issues
related to standards and guidance how they can be applied, as well as subject matter issues and
case studies. Would you be supportive if INTOSAI established collaborative sites led and curated by
working bodies, and open to interested practitioners in SAIs and other interested parties (academics,
for instance), to address and discuss professional issues linked to IFPP content?[choose the option
that best reflects your opinion]
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Average Count % of responses

Structure - the way the IFPP is presented 58% 124 19% 46% 35%

Content - updating or changing the detailed requirements 39% 124 37% 48% 15%

Wording - improving clarity without changing requirements 26% 124 60% 27% 13%

3 years 5 years 10 years or more

N 124

What would you consider to be an optimal standard period for reviewing and potentially changing the
IFPP in respect of:

Count % of responses %

Yes, we would like to join, and would like the PSC secretariat to contact us in this respect 60  51%

No, we do not want to join at this stage 27  23%

We already are members of the ISLO network 30  26%

N 117

Would you like to join the the INTOSAI standards liasion officer network?
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